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● Each step of beam search gives us a set of candidate 
partial translations and their scores. Want to choose k of 
them with scores balanced with diversity.

● DPP is probability distribution over subsets. k-DPP 
conditions on cardinality k

● For candidate feature unit vectors ᵩi and ᵩi with 
associated “quality scores” q, score subset Y according 
to:

● We set qi = sqrt(score)i and use decoder hidden state as 
feature vector for candidates

● Sample subset of k new candidates from distribution

Beam search is widely used in natural language 
generation tasks to evaluate decoder outputs and 
translate them into comprehensible sentences. 
However, the usual method of search by choosing the 
top-k most probable extensions could lead to the beam 
getting populated with correlated samples which 
reduces efficiency and could crowd out other viable 
outputs. We explore an update to beam search, by 
sampling using determinantal point processes. This 
promotes diversity of samples evaluated and mitigates 
correlations, resulting in a search over a more diverse 
sample space. We find that a hybrid approach is able to 
match the BLEU score of top-k approaches while 
placing a focus on hypothesis diversity.
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Determinantal Point Processes Analysis 

● We found that DPPs had both the theoretical backing 
and real-world potential to improve diversity of beams 
within beam search. 

● Real-world analysis showed that pure DPP sampling 
underperformed top-k, but a hybrid approach seemed 
to track top-k performance. 

● Qualitatively, increased beam sample diversity was 
observed when using DPP methods.

● When DPP sampling and top-k are combined we see 
potential for a powerful situational tool for translating 
complex sentences.

Source sentence: Y me dije: "Un momento, esto parece interesante." 
Reference translation: And I was like, "Hold on. That sounds interesting." 
Top-k translation: And I said, "A moment, this seems interesting. 
DPP translation: And I said, "Wait a moment, this seems interesting.

Top-k-sampled Beam
['And', 'I', 'said', 'to']
['And', 'I', 'said,', '"A']
['And', 'I', 'said,', '"One']
['And', 'I', 'said,', '"It']
['And', 'I', 'said,', '"It\'s']

k-DPP-sampled Beam
['And', 'I', 'said', 'to']
['And', 'I', 'said,', '"A']
['And', 'I', 'said,', '"One']
['And', 'I', 'said,', '"Wait']
['And', 'I', 'said,', '"You']

Plots of how different beam search algorithms performed with different beam sizes.
(Left) plots beam size against a test set BLEU score. 
● We observe that BLEU score seems to peak around k=5 and decrease from there. 
● We also observe that the top predicted hypothesis seems to be by far the most important 

for a good translation.
(Right) plots beam size against translation time. 
● While DPP and hybrid approaches take longer than top-k beam search, these results 

show that beam size is still the largest factor in determining how long a translation takes.

Runtime Analysis: We determined that for a vocabulary of size |V|, beam size of k, and 
maximum sentence size of m, pre-sampling (before DPP) from a set of size S:

Top-k beam search = O(|V|km)
k-DPP beam search = O(|V|S3km)

But by setting S to be a factor of k, we can reduce it to simply 
k-DPP beam search = O(|V|km)

TODO: tbh put whatever you want in 
here, this is just talking points for the 
poster presentation.

Equations would be good, 
preferably let’s make this not too 
wall-of-text-y

end: let’s add in something about 
why we chose a hybrid approach 
(high BLEU score of k=1 top-k beam 
search implies it’s necessary)
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